
ORDER YOUR EXPERTKIT
NOW!  

PLUG & PLAY WIRELESS CONDITION MONITORING

EXPERT TOOL MADE SIMPLE

ATEX/IECEX CERTIFIED

The Expertkit, the practical step 
towards an automated maintenance strategy. 

go for

“PLUG & PLAY” NOW: EXPERIENCE THE MAINTENANCE 
DATA REVOLUTION WITHOUT THE HEADACHES (OR EXPENSE)!

WWW.ICAREWEB.COM/WICARE

WICARE@ICAREWEB.COM

+32 65 45 72 14

Your closest Wi-care contact:
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MAINTENANCE 4.0!



Vib-care

range extender

“Plug & Play” installation, powerful vibration technology and 
battery autonomy means that Vib-care works without the cost 
and inconveniences of running cables. The Vib-care sensors are 
configurable via the gateway, you have control over monitoring 
parameters such as timing of measurements, making Vib-care 
one of the easiest to configure yet most powerful monitoring 
systems on the market.

Designed and used by I-care™ (the largest Condition Monitoring 
company in Europe), Vib-care precisely measures and analyzes 
vibration and temperature information in the most inaccessible 
places and in extreme conditions. 

Vib-care wireless vibration technology is compatible with 
industry standards and provides the most effective and 
efficient solution to moving from hand-held to automated 
data collection; without compromising quality.

The normal unobstructed range for Wi-care™ sensor is 100 
meters (300 feet) which can be extended exponentially thanks 
to our range extenders; for example 2 extenders can reach up 
to 1.000 meters distance.

Our range-extending solutions will overcome challenges of 
distance and obstructions in most industrial settings, there 
are almost no limits to Wi-care™ sensors! 

triax version available!
Reduce the number of sensors per machine by using our 
triaxial wireless vibration sensor Triax-care; thereby 
reducing monitoring cost per machine. Thanks 
to Triax-care, we can choose to synchronize the 
measurements according to one or the other direction, 
or the 3 at the same time..

... and speed-care! 

Speed-care is the only tool on the market that 
allows a wireless speed measurement. lt is an 
I-care™ exclusivity. Speed-care was developed 
to improve the quality and the precision of the 
spectrum analysis. 

I-see
™

In line with Wi-care™, I-care™ is proud to present its new techni-
cal innovation I-see™, the web-based platform integrating multiple 
predictive technologies and providing you a comprehensive and 
accurate diagnosis of your mechanical assets. 

The I-see™ cloud-based system enables easy access to all the 
data collected by Wi-care™ sensors including dashboards for man-
agement, detailed data for analysts and schedules for planners. 
The system is GDPR compliant, safe, secure and a very powerful 
tool enabling condition based maintenance decision-making.  


